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Avoid negativity in all forms at home. Whether from News on TV or from the neighbourhood. Children
get affected and sometimes do not express themselves. Discourage any talks or discussions that can have a
negative impact on our children’s impressionable mind.
Have at least two meals together with your children. 
Explain about the hard work our farmers put in so that we can have our meals on the table and ask them
not to waste their food. 
Let them wash their own plate after every meal. Children learn dignity of labour from such activities. 
Encourage them to help you with preparing meals. Let them make their own vegetable and fruit salad. 
Encourage them to learn 5 new words in English, Hindi and list them in a note book. 
Nurture your child’s interest – be it art, music, dance or anything else. Let him/her pursue a hobby of his
/her own choice. 
Please train your child to become independent in his daily chores. 
Let him/her keep the house clean‐clear the toys, books or craft after he/she has finished playing with it.
Let them lend you a hand with basic household chores like dusting and mopping, putting out clothes to dry,
folding them etc.
Be polite while speaking and talk softly.
Inculcate proper toilet habits.
Remember to converse in English with your child.
Gently encourage your child to make a kitchen garden by planting seeds. Knowledge about plants and trees
are an integral part of your child’s growing up.
Share stories about your childhood and your family history.
Assign a permanent workplace and a work-time. This brings in discipline in your child’s life.
Make sure you are spending quality time with your wards amidst this tensed environment.

The capacity to learn is a gift; the ability to learn is a skill; the
willingness to learn is a choice”. 

 
A Holiday Homework is an attempt to enhance children’s imagination. Doing it in the right spirit with
enthusiasm will make it a great learning experience and will make your child an independent, inquisitive learner
who will enjoy the learning process. 

Dear Parents,
We are ready to welcome the Summer Vacation after a year of online schooling. The year gone by has taught us
valuable lessons and gave us the ability to spring back from all challenges that came our way. I must thank you
for supporting us and making the online teaching learning process, a successful joint venture between us. This
break is a great opportunity to cheer up our souls and refresh our minds. This is the time to bond with our
children and give them credit for quickly adopting to the new normal conditions and adjusting to it without any
apprehensions or doubts. They attended classes, did activities and appeared for their exams with the same gusto
and enthusiasm as they would do in a functional school. Kudos to our students. 

Here are some tips for you, parents, to make the most of this time where there are no deadlines to meet, no
assignment to be submitted or a test to study for. This is your “US” time, enjoy it and make beautiful memories.

 



And now a word for my students:

Dear Students, 
With summer holidays around the corner, my heart swells up with an array of
emotions. You all have worked hard in the past few months and it is time to have a
refreshing vacation.
To maintain the educational continuum and to keep in view the rejuvenation you need,
an enriching homework for the holidays is designed to keep you constructively busy
and put boredom at bay. Continue to read e-newspaper every day and don't forget to
complete your notebooks and assignment of the syllabus covered in online classes
during April and May.
Don your thinking cap, wear your magic mantle to put forth your creative side. Have
fun and frolic, build up your learning activities as a treasure.
Looking forward to seeing you soon, online.

Happy summer vacations! Enjoy, take rest and be back with full enthusiasm.
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